The study of medieval notations depends on eff ective categorization of individual signs in order to facilitate a comprehensive understanding of their musical meaning. Over the past century, chant scholars have developed several kinds of neume tables which arrange and contextualize neumes either according to graphical type, chronology, or scribal tradition. Some neume tables contain longer strings of neumes that link certain notation conventions with performance traditions. The course of neume table development reads like a history of the study of early notations, itself, and reveals the evolving interests and pursuits of the scholars who created them. It also sets the stage for the latest use of the neume table as a reference for document analysis software applied to digital images of medieval manuscripts. Now, instead of presenting a static list of discrete signs, the neume table can be understood as a refl ection of the notational variety and nuance of the hundreds of thousands of neumes contained in every book of liturgical chant. On this scale, neume tables help scholars to understand the use of medieval neumes in the same way a linguist understands the morphology of words. This article presents the principles on which this new kind of neume table has been developed and suggests the ways in which this new way of thinking might inform the discipline in the future. To characterise the Middle Ages as a time of 'interdisciplinary' thinking is to fl irt with anachronism. Yet, as modern scholars who strive to see beyond the traditional boundaries of separate academic disciplines, the medieval conception of the universe as thoroughly and intimately connected seems compellingly new again. Bestiaries were refl ected in psalters, philosophy and poetry intertwined, and music, mathematics, and astronomy were interchangeable expressions of the measurement of perfection. To be educated, in the Middle Ages, meant to be familiar with the Septem Artes Liberales, all in equal measure. Modern medieval specialists in one area inevitably fi nd themselves venturing into far-reaching, 'dragon' territory, in pursuit of the medieval minds they study. Despite this, medieval musicological research might seem to the outside observer as a niche interest, bound up in dusty texts and forgott en rituals. Yet, as Jacque of Liège observed in the 14th century, »Music objectively extends to almost everything, God and created beings, corporeal and incorporeal, heavenly and human, theoretical and practical science.« 1 It is this same instinct for connection within and across the medieval world that leads scholars of the medieval world to reach outside their own disci-9 (Single Interface for Music Score Searching and Analysis) to create an interface for all digitized music manuscripts, focuses on one of the earliest medieval notations, associated with the monastery of Saint Gall in Switz erland. Images of one fully notated and particularly well-known antiphoner with the shelf-mark Cod. Sang. 390 / 391, which represents this notation tradition are freely available online 10 and form the backbone of the project. These images are scanned and individual neumes are identifi ed, classifi ed, and matched to a neume table that links each sign to its musical signifi cance. This musical information is then expressed in a kind of XML specifi cally designed for music notation called the Music Encoding Initiative 11 (MEI), although the peculiarities of the notation system has required the creation of a new MEI schema.
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In the case of the Optical Neume Recognition project, it is possible to pinpoint the nexus between medieval musical notation and cutt ing-edge computer technology: the neume table. Based on tradition of examining musical manuscripts that extends back at least a century, the existence of neume tables is a central component of Gregorian Semiology. Looking ahead to future collaboration with technology, however, the kind of information contained in these tables, and the way that information is expressed, must be comprehensible not only to a fellow chant scholar, but also a software program. Between scholars, diff erences of defi nition, description, and categorization are often ignored in order to gain research ground or come to new and interesting conclusions, but when working with computers, clarity, precision, completeness, and consistency carry the day. The Optical Neume Recognition project's neume table represents a step into this new world, in which each neume is described in a way that a computer program will not confuse it for another neume, including only reliable musical information and not speculation about the meanings of more complicated signs. This table can also be expanded to include other types of notation, thereby broadening its reach exponentially and increasing the power of digital technology in the realm of the medieval scribe. The application of the latest technology to the study of chant notation will accelerate our understanding of it and reveal deep graphic and musical connections that are impossible to fi nd using traditional methods.
Neume Tables, a brief history
The study of medieval nota tions often begins with a neume table, a chart in which the Latin names of neumes forms one column and then representations of each shape are given in corresponding rows, just as medieval neume tables were usually laid out. There are at least 20 basic neumes to learn, and even more when compound neumes are added to this list, not to mention graphic modifi cations, alternative renderings, etc. For this reason, the clarity and precision of neume tables have long att racted chant scholars as the appropriate way to display their research.
12 Dom E. Cardine, a student of Dom A. Mocquereau at Solesmes, established the construction of neume tables as a reliable way of tracing a scribal tradition to its earlier sources and comparing these traditions to each other, laying the groundwork for the discipline of Gregorian Semiology itself, and focusing att ention, in Cardine's generation and later, on adiastematic neumes. 13 Most students of music history will have encountered one in their general textbooks somewhere near the beginning of the 'Medieval' chapter; those looking for a somewhat more expansive description will turn to the tables in musical encyclopaedia.
14 More ad- Gregorianik, 1 (1985) , 9-22, and Jacques VIRET: Le Chant Grégori-en et la Tradition Grégoriennes, Lausanne: Editions l'Age d 'Homme, 2001, 72-74. 14 The articles in both the Oxford Music Online (New Grove) encyclopaedia, found under »Neumes of the 11th and 12th centuries.« Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, ac-vanced medieval scholars will sometimes fi nd it necessary to construct their own neume tables while transcribing a particular source or comparing scribal traditions. Despite their ubiquity, however, a writt en history of neume tables -their construction, their evolution, their typologies -is nowhere to be found. 15 Since the success of our current project relies on the accuracy, breadth, and robustness of the neume table we are currently fi nalizing for use in combination with document analysis software, it was important to understand the tradition that came before.
Conceptually, neume tables set out to do two things: describe the notation contained in one or several manuscripts; and defi ne the musical meaning represented by the notation. The present study considered over 50 neume tables published in the past eighty years; while each table considered both the descriptive and defi nitional aspects of the neumes at hand, very rarely were any two tables alike in their construction. This is because the ends shape the means, and an author whose goal is to set out the general shapes of basic neumes with their Latin names will arrange things diff erently from an author who intends to situate a particular scribal tradition or manuscript source in a broader context for comparison, or even from an author whose aim is to identify scribal habits particular to a region by isolating certain graphic features in groups of neumes. For the sake of clarity, we have divided neume tables into three types: 1. Defi nitional, whereby neume shapes are given with their modern or square notation equivalences; 2. Translational, in which two scribal traditions are compared but neither is necessarily defi ned by reference to a modern rendition; 3. Descriptive, in which neumes are displayed with a focus on their full range of mutability and interpretation, depending on context. These categories roughly correspond to: 1. A unilingual dictionary, in which words are defi ned in a way that both clarifi es their meaning and sets them apart from other words with similar meanings; 2. A bi-lingual dictionary, in which a word in one language is defi ned by way of a word or words in another language, but it is assumed that the reader understands the meaning of the words in the defi nition without those, too, having to be defi ned; 3. An encyclopaedia, in which a word is understood in its largest sense, as a concept, with att ention paid to its history, context, applications, and permutations.
The sample of neume tables considered here is in no way exhaustive, but it did reveal some general trends about the way scholars have chosen to study cessed May 2, 2017, htt p://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy1.lib.uwo.ca/subscriber/article/img/ grove/music/F920586, and the German music reference work, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart: allgemeine Enzyklopädie der Musik, (New York, 1994 -2007 Tonfiguren und Formeln, vol. 3, Kassel: Bärenreiter Verlag, 1970. neumes in the past century. As terminology has changed over the years, it is best to be clear here: this survey of neume tables also includes those tables 16 which set out pitches writt en in square notation as 'neumes', but the focus of this study is on neume tables that are primarily concerned with neumes in campo aperto. Appendix lists all sources consulted in this study. Apart from well-known books dedicated to the subject such as Corbin' umn are modern notes in campo aperto, some even indicating rhythmic characteristics. In case the relative vertical positions of the modern notes was not clear, the right-most column describes the interval relationship between the neumes representing more than one pitch. The fi rst volume of Études grégoriennes, published in 1954, contains an article writt en by Michel Huglo concerning the origins of the names of neumes. 20 In it, he lists over fi fteen medieval manuscripts in which musical notation itself is discussed, and neume names are given. He then sets out a comprehensive list of the neumes these medieval sources contain, dividing it into four categories: Primary, Derived, Ornamental, and Liquescent. Instead of off ering a modern equivalent for each neume shape, Huglo simply connects the graphic shape to its Latin name on the assumption that the reader understands what is meant, musically, by each Latin neume name. Figure 2 shows the entry for the Pes, in which ten diff erent versions of the basic neume sign are given with Latin names that diff erentiate between them. Interestingly, some of the names indicate aspects of performance, such as »pes semivocalis« or »pes sinuosus«, while others reference graphic features, such as »pes quassus«.
Other, more modern neume tables of this defi nitional type can be found in the introductions to two facsimiles in the Paléographie Musicale series, as well as textbooks on medieval music by Apel, 21 Klöckner, 26 and Turco. 27 Each considers a diff erent confi guration of the known repertoire of early chant books and each displays the names and meanings of each notational sign (re-drawn for the table in the author's hand) in a slightly diff erent way. Yet, for the purposes of familiarization with the repertoire as a whole, and to make the connection between the sign and its Latin name, these general tables are excellent.
The second type of neume table facilitates comparison. It is 'translational', as it makes connections between sets of neumes unifi ed by scribal tradition, era, or performance practice. The analogy here is to a bilingual dictionary in which words in one language are defi ned in the words of a diff erent language. The words on the page are connected through a common conception of semantic meaning, in the same way as diff erently writt en neume signs, representing various scribal conventions, are connected through a common musical meaning, even though that meaning is not necessarily given in modern notation at the same time. These translational neume tables are usually created to codify one notation tradition by comparing it to other, usually more well-known, notation traditions. Instead of simply sett ing out all the signs in the notation with their modern equivalents, the author uses comparison to make fi ner distinctions between the notation in question and those to which it is related. Of course, this requires that the reader be familiar with at least one of the scribal traditions involved in the comparison, in the same way as a bilingual dictionary is only useful to one who can read at least one of the languages it contains. Because of this presumed level of expertise, this type of neume table is generally found in more specialized sources, such as the foreword to a facsimile of a manuscript writt en in a particular notation. The 13th volume of Paléographie Musicale, for example, includes a hand-drawn table comparing 24 neume signs in the Aquitanian tradition to those in Chartres 47, an excerpt of which is shown in Figure 3 , below. Here, the types of neumes are named and then divided into 'ordinary' and 'signs with rhythms' and within each of the two traditions compared, variants of each sign are given a number.
This kind of detailed comparison off ers the researcher not only a glimpse into the kind of variation found between scribal traditions, but also the kind of variation allowed within the practice of rendering one neume sign in one tradition; in most of the quadrants of Figure 3 there are several diff erent renditions of a sign that is referred to by only one Latin name. Expressing this kind of variation within one tradition as its own kind of 'translational' table, a researcher can compare basic signs to more complex ones, in the context of either the study of a single manu-script or a large-scale exploration of the capabilities and limitations of graphic expression, in general. In Matt hew Peatt ie's article, 28 for example, »Constructing a Typeface of Medieval Neumatic Notation: Challenges of Representation and Translation«, he presents a neume table to set out the diff erences between basic and liquescent neumes in the Beneventan scribal tradition (see Figure 4) . A variation on the theme of translational tables is the table in which only certain neumes, and the contexts in which they appear, become the primary focus. In this type of neume table, it is not the meaning of the neume shape itself that is given, but rather, the larger notational landscape that is considered as a key factor in their musical meaning. Often, the use of a particular neume in a specifi c place in a chant is interesting to compare across scribal traditions, and this is exhibited in a neume table such as the one shown in Figure 5 . Here, Nino Albarosa examines the torculus found at the end of over one hundred cadence gestures in Laon 239, St. Gall 359, and Einsiedeln 121 and compares each instance.
As the list in Appendix shows, neume tables that off er a 'translation' of one system of notation to another seem to have reached an apex of sorts in the mid20th century, when the focus of scholars had generally shifted from discovering the meaning of the signs themselves to exploring the extent of the variations between notation traditions. Of course, comparing neumes within and between scribal conventions is an on-going pursuit, and this type of table is not limited to one period in the history of the study of chant notations.
The fi nal type of neume table discussed here is one in which neumes are taken as the building blocks for whole phrases or gestures, and understood as identifi ers for certain scribal traditions on a broader scale. We might call this type of table 'encyclopaedic', in that they place neumes in their larger context and consider them not only in terms of what they represent, musically, but how they function as part of a larger melody. The type of neume table necessary for this perspective is one in which the conceptual categories of neume notation is clearly depicted. In Luigi Agustoni's 1963 book, 29 Gregorianischer Choral, he shows the hierarchical divisions inherent in neumes in his tree diagram, reproduced in Figure 6 , below. Here, he groups certain types of neumes together, according to their functions in the larger, melodic whole. In this way, Agustoni divides his discussion of notation (as seen in his references to book chapters, in the table itself). Understood as groups of signs with particular characteristics that unify them and defi ne their function, the shape of the individual rendering of the neumes themselves are no longer the focus. Used as graphic components in expressing longer sections of chants, encyclopedic neume tables reveal larger cultural 'readings' of melodic phrases. Many studies published in Études gré-goriennes in the 1970s and 1980s contain this type of neume table, with whole pages divided into small boxes wherein opening gestures or cadential fi gures are writt en out and compared to other such gestures. Figure 7 is a representative section of the extensive table given in Dom Eugène Cardine's study of the torculus neume in the Mont-Renaud tradition.
In this case, Cardine has given a basic version of the gesture in square notation, followed by his own hand-drawn representations of how this gesture ap- 
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Music, serves here as a fi ne example of the conceptual overlap between neume tables and parallel transcriptions. 30 Read vertically, Figure 8 could function like a 'translational' neume table, as the eye considers the rendering of each neume sign in the various notations represented. Read horizontally, we gain more of a sense of musical context and begin to see how these signs are indicative of an already-understood aural reality for the medieval singers who used them. If we connect the neume signs and the square notation on the staff , we might read this transcription as a 'defi nitional' neume table, where information about interval direction and pitch number is transferred onto one kind of notation from another. 
Neume Tables, a methodology
Whether defi nitional, translational, or encyclopedic, neume tables are constructed based on certain assumptions about the way they will be used. The richness of detail they contain has been indispensable for the continued growth and evolution of chant studies, but as circumstances surrounding them change, it is time to take a closer look at these assumptions. Perhaps the most signifi cant infl uence the presence of neume tables has had over the past century of scholarship is the unwitt ing canonization of some notations and the marginalization of others. The fi rst scribal tradition to be thoroughly studied was that of the Saint Gall scriptorium; this type of notation is described with 'defi nitional' neume tables and is then used as the tradition to which to compare other notations. French and German notation traditions become the mainstay of the fi eld; these are the neume shapes that nudge their way towards being mental standard for the Latin names given to them. We can even see this residual centrality in the arrangement of the general neume tables in encyclopedia, such as the New Grove or the MGG, in which the example of Saint Gall neumes comes fi rst and is the most complete of all the other notations listed in the tables.
The best and most natural use for a neume table is as a guide or reference when transcribing chant (from a source directly connected to that table, specifically), or editing a chant in modern notation by inserting information implied by certain signs. A neume table developed for a particular book acts as a kind of codecracking device, and as such, is quite useful. It is when neume tables separate from their original contexts and become frames of objective reference in themselves -a kind of notational 'periodic table of elements' -that it becomes imperative that we consider their limitations as well as their benefi ts. After all, the medieval books we now study were not writt en with our neume tables for reference, and the more we look for everything to fi t nicely into our categories, the more exceptions we seem to fi nd. This is, of course, the plague of transcriptions of medieval and Renaissance musical notation more generally; Margaret Bent, in her article concerning the editing of early music, asserts that, »we shall have taken a large step forward when, as editors, we recognize that we are translating, not merely transcribing, into modern notation, and that what we present is subject to all the hazards of interpretation and loss that beset a linguistic translation.«
31
One problematic assumption about neume tables is their completeness. Perhaps, for some traditions, scholars truly have uncovered all there is to know, but for most others, a neume table represents what has been determined to date, not an exhaustive list of possibilities. One can only describe and categorize that which is already known; consequently, the neume tables containing examples of notation only recently rediscovered will necessarily be shorter and less detailed than a neume table for which many exemplars have been thoroughly studied. The hope is that, as scholarship branches out, the lacunae are fi lled and missing details are sketched in, but we should never lose sight of the idea that these tables are a work in process. If they can be compared once more to a dictionary of sorts, then they must be dictionaries containing only the words in the books we have actually read.
While most neume tables contain information about the meaning and function of neumes that has been proven correct across a relatively wide spectrum of scholarship that relies on them, we should also remember that our understanding is based on the fi ndings of several individual scholars' work and not on some objective list of rules and defi nitions passed through generations in an unbroken chain. Determining the meanings of specifi c neume signs requires looking for every occurrence of that sign in the set of sources in which it is expected to be found, noting how it is used each time, and then extrapolating from individual uses what its function might be. In some cases, the neume might be contextualized by certain other neumes, in others, it could be connected to the chant text with which it is associated. Discovering a new or inexplicable use for a neume requires changing the old defi nitions. For some neume signs, such as the quilisma, this kind of painstaking detective work has yet to reveal reasonably certain conclusions, leaving those 'modern notation equivalent' sections blank in defi nitional neume tables. The problem is the same as the issue of completeness. We rely solely on the information we happen to inherit from previous generations of scholars, and therefore our knowledge base is coloured and shaped by their interests. Given the scope of that task, completeness is impossible for the individual researcher. Even those studies of individual neumes in specifi c scribal traditions, such as the analyses of the salicus in the Saint Gall, and Laon scripts, in Études grégoriennes vols. 14 and 16 respectively, off er conclusions only about its use in those two locations. How securely can we extrapolate what we fi nd in one book to other books in the same scribal tradition? To distantly-related traditions?
Finally, there is the question of scale. Through diff erent methods of calculation, both Bruno Stäblein and, later, Andrew Hughes calculated that at least 30 million liturgical books were produced during the four or fi ve centuries encompassed by our term 'Middle Ages' and that over 30,000 are extant today.
32 As Andrew Hughes argued in 2004, »How many such books have been adequately described by a competent authority? Five percent? Generalizations about the liturgy made from fi ve percent of the repertory will hardly be convincing. To proceed with liturgical research that is appropriately placed in its context, we must at least know what is available.« 33 The same is true of research on musical notation, of course, except here the numbers are even larger. How many neumes are in Hartker's Antiphoner, Saint Gallen 390 -391? No one knows the exact number, but rough calculations put it at around 230,500. How many of these are the two-hooked quilisma, and how many the three-hooked quilisma? How many of these form patt erns that would have been understood (or intuited) by medieval singers but which we have yet to even recognize? In one of the last articles Dom Cardine ever wrote, he warned of the likelihood of losing oneself in the management of details and forgett ing the larger picture: »Le danger qui nous guett e est trop connu: c'est de se perdre dans tous les details identifi és et appris avec fatigue, et d'oublier l'ensemble.« 34 Realizing the enormity of the exercise, we look for a way to build on the foundation that traditional neume tables have provided, using the technological tools now available.
Morphology and Neume Tables
It might seem naïve to imagine a world in which all notational traditions are explored equally, observations about neume function are completely accurate, and all extant manuscripts intensely studied. Naïve, that is, until we remember that we must no longer work alone, or by hand, as previous generations of scholars did. By leveraging the innovations of our age, it is possible to accelerate the rate at which the study of medieval musical manuscripts progresses. To borrow from the terminology of Linguistics, we are ready now to create not a dictionary, but a morphology for neumes; we are in a position now to be able to study not only what each sign means, but how they are formed, and what their relationships are to other neumes and to the chant text they set. The Optical Neume Recognition project places itself at the nexus of technological development and musicological curiosity, bringing scholars with diff erent expertise together to improve our methods and sharpen our insights into music writt en one thousand years ago. The idea is to use computer technology to help us change the landscape of chant studies itself -increase the number, and degree of detail, of the sources available, as well as the speed and accuracy with which our questions about that landscape can be answered. There are two key elements in this: digital imaging software and optical music recognition (OMR). The number of digital images of manuscripts that are now online as part of library initiatives around the world, is increasing every day; software that can 'read' and then encode this information must keep up, if we are to take full advantage of the richness now available in our fi eld. At present, OMR is effi cient at understanding modern printed musical notation, but processing 33 HUGHES: Liturgical Books, 141-142. 34 Eugène CARDINE: Les Limites de la Sémiologie, Études grégoriennes, XXIII (1989), 9. hand-writt en notations on historical documents presents real challenges. The Optical Neume Recognition project directly tackles the earliest Western musical notation still left to us, by developing software that can identify and process these thousand-year-old neumes in 'classifi ers' and then encode the musical information inherent in the neumes in a standardized way. In practical terms, this project involves teaching the computer to classify neume shapes and allocate certain types of musical directives to them, just as a traditional neume table does. The only difference is that of scale.
Optical Neume Recognition
The manuscript on which the Optical Neume Recognition project focuses currently is Hartker's antiphoner (Sang. Cod. 390 / 391), a completely notated source from around the turn of the 11th century, representing the quintessential Saint Gall notation tradition. This antiphoner is a well-studied source, with a facsimile edition, 35 extensive neume tables, and articles writt en about the scribal hands represented therein. 36 We chose this source as proof-of-concept: existing theories about neume interpretations can now be tested empirically on hundreds of thousands of individual neumes to see if they hold up. We can track -and compare -the patt erns, alterations, and pairing of neumes to syllables, quickly and accurately. But the 'neume table' developed for the Optical Neume Recognition project need not be discarded once our analysis of this particular book is complete. Our aim is to create a neume table that is widely-applicable enough to encompass all kinds of medieval neumes, so that the fi eld of analysis is as open as possible. This means being able to compare neume placement and function not only throughout one book (at approximately 230,000 neumes) but between books and even between scribal traditions. Therefore, the technology behind these comparisons must be capable of working with literally billions of neumes, and we must be ready to ask the questions that, until now, have been impossible to answer. It is this technology that allows us to build an understanding of neume morphology.
To be able to identify the neumes on a digital image of a manuscript folio, the classifi er works with a human musicologist to begin the sorting process. The musicologist selects, from the image itself, some representatives of each neume and then submits this information to the software program. The program will then look for more instances of every neume for which it has a category, and arrange other signs it detects from most-to least-similar, so that the human can 'teach' it in more detail, resubmit that information, and repeat the process until all neume signs are accounted for. What the software 'learns' about one folio image will be transferred to all subsequent images. The advantage to this system is that the neumes remain exactly as they are in the manuscript; no att empt has been made to re-draw them, or make them fi t a standard rendering. This allows for the kind of variance that exists -or might exist -in scribal practice to be represented and maintained in the analysis. Once the classifi er has produced an exhaustive list of all neumes found in the manuscript, the neume meanings themselves must be added. In the case of the Optical Neume Recognition project, it was determined that the best way of expressing that meaning is in the musical XML called the 'Music Encoding Intiative' (MEI). As a computer language, the grammar of MEI optimizes descriptions of musical notations and the types of att ributes allowed in the description. It is the set of best practices that acts as a translation between a musician's understanding of notation and a computer's ability to represent it.
The neume table forming the basis of the Optical Neume Recognition project must be compatible with MEI's hierarchical descriptions, in order to be the connective tissue between the classifi er's list and any musical comprehensibility. Figure 9 shows a representative sample of the project's neume table which, in its entirety, depicts approximately 400 neumes. Just like neume tables of generations past, the fi rst column contains an image of the neume, and the second gives its Latin name. The third column indicates the number of pitches indicated by the neume -this is where we begin to depart from traditional neume tables, and where the structure of MEI description takes priority. For the MEI to work, it needs to express the meaning of each neume as a group of a certain number of pitches, each with characteristics related to each other. In Figure 9 : A selection of the neume table developed as part of the Optical Neume Recognition Project we see 10 versions of the basic neume, pes. In the versions that do not include a third, liquescent pitch at the end, the number of pitches expressed by the pes is 2. The chart then proceeds chronologically, describing the fi rst pitch, second pitch, third pitch, etc. (The entire neume table goes up to 10 pitches, but for ease of viewing, only the columns involved in the three pitches making up the liquescent pes have been included here.) For each pitch, three diff erent kinds of information is required: its directional relationship to the previous pitch (N = neutral; H = higher; L = lower; S = same); 37 the presence of any modifi cations to the rendering of that pitch itself, as shown in the neume shape; and the type of connection to the next pitch. If there is no modifi cation, or no special type of connection, then these are left blank.
At present, we have identifi ed 13 diff erent kinds of modifi cations, shown in Figure 10 . The lett ers used for abbreviation to indicate these modifi cations are arbitrary; we tried to make them as intuitive as possible, but some cases have bett er fi ts than others. The only requirement from an MEI perspective is that every row in the table be diff erent, beginning with the number of pitches. In fact, att aching musical meaning to the shapes identifi ed by the classifi er has nothing to do with the neume name at all, and inclusion of the neume shape in the table is merely to confi rm its match to the classifi er list. Understanding this frees us from some of the restrictions of traditional neume tables; we can express strings of neumes that are understood as belonging to the same musical, conceptual unit, without having to come up with complicated Latin names for them, yet still express them in the neume table, allowing the classifi er to isolate specifi c cadences, turns of phrase, etc. By indicating that the connection between pitches is 'g' = gapped instead of the default, smooth connection, the computer can understand that two pen-strokes that are not touching still belong together. The allocation of relative pitch (H = higher) rather than an absolute pitch represented with a lett er name, allows us to preserve information about melodic outline and musical gesture even in neume traditions that do not represent pitches on a staff , in the hopes that one day the MEI representing both pitched and unpitched notations will be compared by contour, revealing further interesting matches and deviations.
While constructed with the forms of traditional neume tables in mind, the Optical Neume Recognition neume table is more an att empt at codifying exactly what the singer understands when reading neumes in a computable way. It is one thing to look at a string of neumes and think one understands what is being expressed, and a very diff erent thing to break this understanding down into steps that software can complete. Yet, deconstructing a challenge into computable and non-computable parts is a very good way to comprehend what sort of problem it is, in the fi rst place. It also reveals unconscious assumptions scholars have about how neumes relate to the chant overall, about what sorts of decisions were made by medieval scribes, and by those who interpreted the notation through the centuries. By isolating information about each neume that can be repeatedly demonstrated as 'true' and refraining from further speculation, we harness the power of the vast amount of data now available to us to reveal tendencies we could not recognize, confi rm suspicions we did have, or refute theories that do not prove true when scaled up. The neume table has now become an important part of the newest processes in uniting our digital capabilities and our understanding across wide ranges of notation traditions and scribal habits to form a comprehensive and useful morphology.
Sažetak
MORFOLOGIJA SREDNJOVJEKOVNIH ZAPISA U PROJEKTU OPTIČKO PREPOZNAVANJE NEUMA (OPTICAL NEUME RECOGNITION PROJECT) Proučavanje srednjovjekovne notacije ovisi o uspješnoj kategorizaciji individualnih znakova u svrhu omogućavanja opsežnog razumijevanja njihova glazbenog značenja. Tijekom prošloga stoljeća, istraživači napjeva razvili su nekoliko različitih tabela neuma koje razvrstavaju i kontekstualiziraju neume po njihovu grafi čkomu tipu, kronologiji ili pisarskoj tradiciji. Neke tabele neuma sadrže duže nizove neuma koje povezuju određene pisarske konvencije s izvođačkim tradicijama. Tijek razvoja tabela neuma prikazuje i samu povijest istraživanja rane notacije te nam otkriva razvoj interesa i težnja istraživača koji su ih kreirali. To je također poslužilo kao priprema za najnoviju uporabu tabela kao referentne točke u računalnim programima za analizu dokumenata koji se koriste kod digitalnih slika srednjovjekovnih rukopisa. Sada, umjesto da predstavlja statičan popis izoliranih znakova, tabelu neuma možemo shvatiti kao odraz notacijske raznolikosti i nijansa između stotina tisuća neuma prisutnih u svakoj knjizi liturgijskih napjeva. Na ovoj razini, tabele neuma omogućuju istraživačima razumijevanje korištenja srednjovjekovnih neuma na isti način kao što lingvisti razumiju morfologiju riječi. Ovaj članak predstavlja principe na kojima je razvijena ova nova vrsta tabela neuma i sugerira načine na koje bi ovaj novi modus razmišljanja mogao unaprijediti disciplinu u budućnosti.
